Title: SYSTEM, PROGRAM PRODUCT, AND METHODS FOR MANAGING CONTRACT PROCUREMENT

Abstract: A system (30) to facilitate contract procurement and contract management through an online contract procurement and management web site over a computer network (33), program product (71), and associated methods are provided. The system (30) includes an electronic contracting network server (35) accessible to a computer network (33), a database (41) accessible to the electronic contracting network server (35) through the computer network (33), a plurality of electronic contracting entity member user computers (47) in communication with electronic contracting network server (35) through the computer network (33), and a plurality of potential contractor member user computers (61) also in communication with the electronic contracting network server (35) through the computer network (33). The system (30) also includes an electronic contracting program product (71) stored at least partially in memory (39) of the electronic contracting network server (35) and position to perform various automated contract procurement and contract management functions.
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